MCCC, ROYAL ARC INDUSTRIAL SERVICES TO OFFER SIGNAL PERSON AND RIGGER 1 TRAINING, TESTING


The sessions will be held Jan. 21, 22 and 23 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room 257 of the La-Z-Boy Center on MCCC’s Main Campus.

Costs are:

- Rigger 1 and Signal Person Combined: $895 per person
- Rigger: $545 per person
- Signal Person: $545 per person

Testing Only

- Written: $195 per person testing/sitting fee per test
- Practical: $295 per person testing/sitting fee per test

(more)
NCCCO is a nonprofit organization founded in 1995 to establish a fair and independent evaluation of crane operator knowledge and skills.

New rules state that signalpersons and riggers need to be qualified (rather than certified) by a qualified evaluator and that certification by an organization such as NCCCO meets this requirement. Qualification can be either through a third-party qualified evaluator (such as an accredited certification body) or through an employer’s qualified evaluator. All signalpersons and riggers must be qualified and tested through a written oral test and a practical test, and the qualification must be documented. NCCCO certification meets this requirement.

To register, contact Monroe County Community College’s Corporate and Community Services Division at (734) 384-4127.

###